
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ASSESSMENT OF

Since it started in the CHG program has funded significance assessments (SA)s of heritage collections. In each case
funding was given to employ an.

In these narratives the students focus on their teachers' practices and on how they, the students, will be
assessed. We depart from physical experiences to produce a dialogue between these experiences and
domain-knowledge i. Their narratives show the difficulty in producing assessment practices that address the
particularities of physical education, the curricular component, for example. Preservice teachers' perceptions
about assessment and its implementation. Although the students note that assessment was mentioned in the
Didactics discipline, they also question the methodology used to teach it. For example, Rafael, playing the role
of teacher, privileges the younger school students' participation as an assessment criterion while referencing
his experiences in elementary education 5 : We made lesson plans, and the assessment in the internship was on
the involvement of students. Indeed, the practical dimension Certeau, is rooted in physical education because
of its epistemic status, as noted by Santos and Maximiano, in their discussions about assessment in basic
education. It provides free public access to an extensive listing of consultants with diverse expertise, and is a
platform for consultants to promote their services and reach new clientele. References Certeau, M. Clearly
define the extent of the assessment to be undertaken. Disposing of objects you may not own Resource This
resource offers advice for museums who are faced with having to dispose of objects that do not belong to them
or whose ownership is uncertain. A guide to selecting a review methodology for collections rationalisation
Resource This guide aims to support museums in considering and selecting appropriate methodologies to
guide the rationalisation of their collections. This is evident in our analysis of the portfolios that are used as
the sources for this study. Gagnebin Ed. The narratives that stand out are those in which students understand
assessment to be a mediator of the relationships with their peers, but also it addresses value judgments related
to the studying and learning process: I think there is a big problem in physical education, and I ask my self:
"What type of professional wants to be certified? This was the internship where I felt most like a teacher. Final
considerations Through the student narratives, it was possible to present two significant periods for the
students in their initial training assessment experiences. This student considers the need for curricular
organization, emphasizing that a single discipline cannot cover the complexity of the contents addressed in
Didactics. We will not be in the classroom for one year with the kids. Although an experience is a "private,
subjective, relative, contingent, and personal knowledge. She asked for work from several groups; each group
was responsible for a subject, and one group talked about assessment. It is my duty to clarify for my students.
The students in this study claim to have had few concep tual discussions about the topic of assessment. She
also stresses the role of the cur riculum in offering disciplines that aim to discuss assessment that take into
account physical education's specificities as a curricular component. When we combined all of the knowledge
to create something to present, there was not one assessment process, there was a process of learning, and
utilizing assessment as a learning process is also important. I'm not defending closed standards, but it is
necessary to reconcile assessment issues at the Center.


